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ABSTRACT
Deep-hole drilling is among the most critical precision machining processes for production of high-performance
discrete components. The effects of drilling with superimposed, controlled low-frequency modulation - ModulationAssisted Machining (MAM) - on the surface textures created in deep-hole drilling (ie, gun-drilling) are discussed. In
MAM, the oscillation of the drill tool creates unique surface textures by altering the burnishing action typical in
conventional drilling. The effects of modulation frequency and amplitude are investigated using a modulation device for
single-flute gun-drilling on a computer-controlled lathe. The experimental results for the gun-drilling of titanium alloy with
modulation are compared and contrasted with conventional gun-drilling. The chip morphology and surface textures are
characterized over a range of modulation conditions, and a model for predicting the surface texture is presented.
Implications for production gun-drilling are discussed.
CITATION: Mann, J., Saldana, C., Guo, Y., Yeung, H. et al., "Effects of Controlled Modulation on Surface Textures in
Deep-Hole Drilling," SAE Int. J. Mater. Manf. 6(1):2013, doi:10.4271/2012-01-1868.
____________________________________

INTRODUCTION
Component machining in the aerospace industry requires
demanding applications of deep-hole drilling (length to
diameter > 10) in a wide range of high-temperature alloys,
including titanium, Inconel, tantalum and stainless steels.
Deep-hole drilling is often accomplished by a special class of
drilling operations referred to as gun-drilling - which, as the
name implies, originated in the drilling of gun bores in the
early nineteenth century [1]. In mechanical drilling, the
machined chip can be difficult to evacuate from the drilled
hole as the depth of the hole becomes greater than the
diameter. When the relative depth of the drilled hole
increases beyond ten diameters - as in the case of gun-drilling
- the evacuation of chips becomes even more difficult, as the
chips can become bound or jammed in the drill flute, often
causing premature failure of the drill tool. Consequently, in
many gun-drilling applications the drill feed-rates are
substantially reduced, and high pressure fluid is applied at the
drill tip to help break the chips and eject them form the hole.
The ability to efficiently manufacture components with deep

gun-drilled holes while maintaining quality requirements,
including size and form, finish, and near surface
microstructure is critical. Gun-drilling is required in the
production of aerospace components ranging from large-scale
landing gear actuator cylinders to small-scale turbine shafts,
crank shafts, or special fasteners. Outside the aerospace
industry, gun-drilling plays a role in every manufacturing
sector with applications in automotive power-train systems,
orthopedic implant devices, industrial hydraulic systems,
automotive fuel system components, and weapons systems.
The implementation of new technology and processes that
can address both rate of production and quality of gundrilling processes is essential for development of more
efficient and sustainable manufacturing systems.
Recently, a new technology, called Modulation- Assisted
Machining (MAM), has been adopted in commercial deephole drilling processes, including gun-drilling applications
[2]. In MAM a low-frequency, controlled oscillation is
superimposed on the drilling process to alter the mechanics of
chip formation [3,4,5,6].
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BACKGROUND
Modulation-Assisted Machining applies a low-frequency
oscillation at the tool-workpiece interface, typically at
frequencies up to 1000Hz [4, 7]. While MAM has similarities
with vibration-assisted machining (VAM) [8,9,10],
modulation-assisted machining is unique in its underlying
kinematics and the range of operating frequency. The
modulation is effected by superimposed sinusoidal motion of
either the tool or the workpiece at a peak-to-peak amplitude
(2A) and frequency (fm). When the modulation conditions are
‘effective’, an intermittent disruption and instantaneous
separation occurs between the cutting tool and the workpiece.
The modulation can be applied in either the direction of the
cutting velocity (velocity modulation) or in the direction of
the tool feed-rate (feed-modulation), with different relative
process effects for each type of modulation [5,7]. Feeddirection modulation is particularly adaptable to deep-hole
drilling operations because it offers a direct route to
controlling chip formation and a pathway to increased drilling
efficiency. However, the relative effect of modulation on bore
surface quality for gun-drilling processes needs further
investigation. Previous research has characterized the effects
of feed-direction MAM on chip formation and surface
roughness in twist flute drilling of aluminum, steel, and cast
iron and found that modulation did not have a statistically
significant influence on surface roughness [11]. The
application of ultrasonic vibration during drilling has shown
improved surface quality and chip control in deep-hole gundrilling of electrolytic copper [12]. Given the range of
industrial applications involving gun-drilling, additional
experimental investigation of the effects of controlled
modulation will help establish the characteristic ranges and
benefits of the process.
In modulation assisted gun-drilling presented here, the
controlled modulation is applied directly to the drill in the
axial (feed-rate) direction by modulating the gun-drill (Fig.
1b). The range of modulation conditions is defined by
geometric constraints and a relationship between the toolpath equations of motion [13]. Because the sinusoidal motion
is superimposed on the steady feed motion of the machine
axis, the effective feed-rate (e.g. undeformed chip thickness)
varies over a range determined by the modulation parameters.
The so-called ‘effective’ application of modulation in this
configuration is defined as the ideal modulation conditions
causing periodic disruption of the contact at the tool/
workpiece interface. This separation occurs due to the
intersection of successive tool paths, as is shown in Fig. 2
(cases b and c). Each separation event corresponds to the
instantaneous undeformed chip thickness reaching zero or
becoming “negative” during each cycle of modulation.
Concomitantly, an instantaneous separation or gap occurs at
the tool/workpiece interface during each cycle of modulation.
The otherwise severe contact conditions are interrupted and
the chip formation is altered. From Fig. 2(b) and 2(c), it is
clear that a range of modulation conditions can be considered

‘effective’, and these can be achieved by simultaneous
adjustment of the modulation parameters of frequency and
amplitude.

Figure 1. (a) Two-dimensional model of feed-direction
modulation-assisted machining (MAM) (b) Feeddirection modulation in drilling with a single-flute gundrill with k flutes (k=1).

Figure 2. Unfolded views of the drill feed-rate and the
path that the drill cutting edge follows during two full
revolutions of the workpiece for single-flute gun-drilling
(k=1 cutting edge) and diameter d: (a) Conventional
gun-drilling without modulation (b) effective modulation
conditions fm/fw=4.5, 2A=ho/k, (c) effective modulation
conditions with amplitude 2A exceeding the feed-rate fm/
fw=4.5, 2A=1.2ho/k, and (d) ineffective modulation
conditions fm/fw=4, 2A=ho/k.
A range of feed-modulation conditions can be effective
[7]. Of practical interest is the ‘ideal’ or optimal set of
effective modulation conditions for single flute gun-drilling
(k=1) wherein the ratio of the modulation frequency, fm, (Hz)
to the drill rotational frequency, fw (RPS or Hz) is an odd
integer divided by two. The critical modulation frequencies
that lead to ‘ideal’ modulation conditions can be calculated
directly by equation (1).
(1)
where ho is the feed-rate (mm/rev), k is the number of cutting
edges (k=1 for a single flute gun-drill) and N is any integer.
When these ‘ideal’ conditions occur, the amplitude of the
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modulation, 2A, required to achieve zero or negative
undeformed chip thickness is minimized. A partial set of the
modulation conditions required to effect contact separation is
shown in Fig. 3. The optimal conditions correspond to the
minima of the U-shaped curves. Adjusting the amplitudes
beyond 2A>ho can have significant consequences on the
magnitude of separation at the tool/workpiece interface and
amount of time between cutting each discrete cutting event.
Although this is not discussed in the present experimental
results, the selection of amplitude alters the undeformed chip
thickness. Furthermore, it is anticipated that the modulation
amplitude will influence the local cutting temperature [14],
effectiveness of cutting fluid, and resulting surface integrity
(ie, microstructure).
In contrast, when the modulation conditions are
‘ineffective’, no separation occurs at the tool/workpiece
contact, and chip formation is continuous with the
undeformed chip thickness either constant or varying over a
range of positive values. For example, in single flute gundrilling (k=1) if the modulation frequency is an integer
multiple of the workpiece (or drill tool) rotational frequency
(ie, fm/fw=N) then the feed paths of the drill cutting edge
during each revolution occur in phase and the undeformed
chip thickness is constant. In this case the chip formation is
continuous regardless of the level of the modulation
amplitude. An example of this is shown in Fig. 2(d), where
the modulation frequency is an integer multiple of the
workpiece rotational frequency (e.g., fm/fw=N). In this
situation, successive cutting passes are in phase and the
undeformed chip thickness is constant regardless of the level
of the modulation amplitude. A constant chip thickness is
also present in conventional machining. A visual comparison
of chips formed using conventional gun-drilling, ineffective
modulation and effective modulation is shown in Fig. 4(a),
(b) and (c), respectively.

Figure 3. Boundary demarcating the critical conditions
for effective disruption of the tool-workpiece contact in
feed-direction single-flute gun-drilling with MAM (k=1)
[7].

Figure 4. Range of drilling chip formation for 3.2mm
diameter x 100 mm deep holes (L/D ∼ 31) in Ti6Al4V
alloy at fw=4200 RPM, h0= 0.016 mm/rev. Single flute
carbide-tipped gun-drill (Botek) k=1, with high-pressure
oil cutting fluid at 1000 psi (69 bar): (a) continuous chip
formation in conventional gun-drilling (b) continuous
chip formation in gun-drilling with ineffective
modulation conditions fm = 70 Hz (fm/fw = N=70/70 = 1)
and 2A=0.020mm>h0 (c) discrete chip formation in gundrilling with ideal effective modulation conditions fm =
105 Hz (fm/fw = 105/70 = 1.5), 2A = 0.020 mm >h0
Figure 4 shows the similarity between chips produced by
conventional gun-drilling and drilling with ineffective
modulation, where in both cases the chip formation is
continuous. In gun-drilling with effective modulation
conditions the chip formation is discrete with a characteristic
length related directly to the modulation frequency. If the
MAM parameters are prescribed according to the effective
conditions, then discrete chip formation occurs simultaneous
to an intermittent separation between the drill cutting edge
and the workpiece. A more general case of ineffective
modulation occurs when the modulation amplitude is not
sufficiently large enough to disrupt the tool/workpiece
contact at a given fm and fw combination. In this situation,
the chip thickness varies with the sinusoidal variation of the
feed-rate.
The mathematical relationship that describes the
kinematics of MAM and the set of ‘effective’ modulation
conditions does not prescribe an optimum modulation
frequency. With the exception of geometric constraints,
including the relief geometry of the tool [15], the selection of
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the modulation amplitude and the modulation frequency may
depend on other process attributes. In practice, the selection
of a preferred modulation frequency may consider several
factors, including characteristic length of the chip formation,
lubrication effectiveness and/or system dynamics. The
characteristic length of the chip formation is particularly
important for drilling processes, since the chip must be
evacuated from the drilling zone and ejected from the hole. In
some cases it is necessary for the chip to travel along a flute
length more than 100 times diameter before exiting the hole.
A straightforward method for determining an appropriate
characteristic length of chip formation with modulation may
involve consideration of the number of contact disruptions
per revolution of the workpiece (or drill). In gun-drilling
processes, the rotational speeds can range from ∼500 to
15,000 RPM (8-250 Hz), depending on the drill diameter and
workpiece material. For modulation frequencies in MAM
ranging to ∼1000 Hz, this implies that the cutting can be
disrupted as many as 125 times per revolution for a single
flute gun-drill.
In addition to characteristic length of the chip formation,
surface roughness of the drilled hole must be considered in
gun-drilling applications. This is primarily due to the
stringent form/finish and straightness requirements typically
associated with gun-drilled holes. The surface roughness in
discrete machining-based processes (ie, turning, boring,
drilling) is directly related to processing parameters and
tooling geometry. In conventional cylindrical turning,
successive tool passes are parallel to each other and helical
grove is traced on the surface of the part. The tool paths
produced during MAM are much different due to the
presence of the superimposed tool motion. In the case of
effective MAM, successive tool paths are geometrically
overlapping. Indeed, this is the very reason that contact
perturbation occurs when effective MAM conditions are
used. The exact nature and extent of this overlapping is
entirely dependent on the modulation conditions. The purpose
of the present study is to investigate the effects of
superimposed modulation on deep-hole gun-drilling
applications, particularly as they pertain to chip formation
and surface finish.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
The effects of modulation on chip formation and surface
roughness in deep-hole drilling were characterized by gundrilling on a computer numerical controlled (CNC) Swisstype lathe (Citizen-Cincom K16). The machine was
configured to drill a 1.6 mm diameter by 70 mm deep hole
(L/D∼44) in 4.76mm (3/16 inch) diameter rods of center-less
ground titanium alloy Ti6Al4V held in the main sliding headstock of the lathe. A 80mm long single flute carbide gun-drill
(Guhring EB100) with a 40/30 degree outer/inner front facet
angle was installed in a modulation tool holder device driven
by a piezo electric actuator (M4 Sciences) [15]. The
modulation device with the gun-drill was mounted in the

stationary tool-block adjacent to the lathe sub-spindle shown
in Fig. 5. The workpiece was faced, spot-drilled, and a
1.6mm diameter pilot hole was drilled 10mm deep with a
carbide screw machine drill. A series of 70mm deep holes
were gun-drilled with the workpiece rotating at fw=8040 and
6060 RPM. The drilling main axis feed-rate varied from ho=
0.0025mm/rev to 0.010mm/rev both conventionally (ie. no
modulation) and with feed-direction modulation having
amplitude 2A>ho with frequency fm= 151.5 Hz and 211.5 Hz
After gun-drilling each part was separated from the rod stock
using a standard cut-off operation. The parts were sectioned
for surface texture measurements (Taylor-Hobson Form
Talysurf) and examination of the drilled bore surfaces via
optical microscopy (Olympus SZX9). In addition, the
deformed metal chips formed during each drilling test were
collected and inspected via optical microscopy.

Figure 5. Centerline gun-drilling configuration used for
the experiments. The modulation device is shown here in
the upper left station of the lathe sub-spindle tool post
holding a 1.6mm diameter carbide gun-drill. The
workpiece and main spindle is located to the right at the
guide bushing. The outline of the gun-drill is highlighted
in the image for clarity.
A second series of machining tests was conducted on a
CNC turret lathe (Miyano BND-42T5) to investigate the
effects of controlled feed-direction modulation on surface
texture (roughness) in cylindrical turning. The machining
feed-rates and cutting speed (RPM) were geometrically
equivalent to the gun-drilling experimental conditions,
including the cutting velocity at the machined surface and the
modulation frequency and amplitude. Cylindrical rods with
diameter 8.0 mm were initially machined to diameter 6.4 mm
over a 5mm length. A carbide single-point cutting tool with
neutral (ie, 0 degree) rake and lead angles (Kaiser Thin-Bit)
was used to machine the final diameter of 4.8mm in a single
pass (radial depth of cut 0.9 mm). The resulting radial depth
of cut of 0.9mm was geometrically equivalent to the radial
material removal in the 1.8mm diameter gun-drilling tests.
The turning feed-rates and modulation frequency and
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amplitude were selected to approximate the undeformed chip
morphology (length and shape) and surface speeds used in
the gun-drilling tests. The gun-drilling and turning test
configurations are summarized in Table 1.
Table 1. Summary of conditions for deep-hole gundrilling and cylindrical turning to experimentally
evaluate the effects of controlled modulation on surface
finish. *Corresponding turning tests without modulation
omitted for clarity.

RESULTS
The images in Figs. 6 and 7 show optical micrographs of
bore surfaces and characteristic chip morphologies for gundrilling in titanium alloy Ti6Al4V with and without MAM. A
remarkable improvement in surface texture (surface
roughness) was observed in gun-drilling with MAM, even
with increasing drill feed-rates. Also, the discrete chips
formed by drilling with modulation show uniformity and
distinctly reduced size when compared with the chips
produced in conventional gun-drilling. The optical
micrographs in Figure 7 show that the application of
modulation results in the same characteristic discrete chip
formation even at substantially increased feed-rates.
Importantly, the higher feed-rates could not be accessed in
conventional gun-drilling (ie without modulation) due to
premature drill failure.
Figure 8 compares the surface roughness (Ra) for both
gun-drilling and cylindrical turning of the Ti6Al4V alloy with
and without modulation. In drilling with modulation the
surface roughness decreased from Ra∼0.75 um without
modulation to Ra∼0.2 um with modulation (a ∼400%
decrease). This is in remarkable contrast to the effects of
MAM in conventional single-point turning, where, as
predicted from geometric modeling, the tool-paths with
controlled modulation create surface textures with increasing
roughness. In the cases of cylindrical turning with controlled
modulation the surface roughness more than doubled at low
feed-rates (ho∼0.0025 mm/rev) from Ra ∼0.1 um without

increased (ho∼0.020 mm/rev) the surface roughness
increased from Ra∼0.5 um without modulation to Ra∼1.8
um with modulation (a ∼400% increase). The surface
roughness in cylindrical turning with MAM has a minimum
boundary established by turning without modulation. This
was apparent from geometric modeling where the application
of controlled feed-direction modulation in cylindrical turning
always increases surface roughness (Ra) over the baseline
surface roughness created in conventional turning. It should
also be noted that the gun-drilling occurs within a confined
cavity, while turning occurs on an exterior open surface. In
addition, the cutting tool geometry can vary significantly
between gun-drills and turning inserts.

Figure 6. Optical micrographs showing distinct
improvement in surface finish of deep-hole gun-drilling
at fw=6060 RPM, ho=0.005mm/rev, d=1.6mm, k=1 with
(a) conventional gun-drilling (fm=0Hz) and (b) gundrilling with controlled modulation (fm=151.5Hz, fm/
fw=1.5).

Figure 7. Optical micrographs of bore surfaces and
discrete chips in deep-hole gun-drilling with controlled
modulation. The images show the effects of controlled
modulation on discrete chip formation and improved
surface finish even with increasing drill feed-rate by 4X
compared to the conditions in Fig 6. fw=6060 RPM,
d=1.6mm, k=1, fm=151.5Hz (fm/fw=1.5) at (a)
ho=0.0075mm/rev and (b) ho=0.010mm/rev.
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Figure 8. Surface roughness (Ra) in cylindrical turning
and gun-drilling with and without modulation. Note the
remarkable decrease in surface roughness with
controlled modulation in turning compared to gundrilling. The error bars show +/− 1 standard deviation.
Table 2 summarizes the effect of modulation on the
simulated surface roughness created by cylindrical turning
using a tool with edge radius of 0.02 mm. Several
observations can be made from the simulation. First, the
roughness is lowest at Ra ∼ 0.9 um for the cases of (1)
conventional machining and (2) ineffective MAM conditions
where successive machining passes occur in phase (fm/fw =
N). The equivalence of these conditions vis-à-vis surface
roughness is unsurprising given that for both cases the
surface striations or grooves on the surface created by the tool
are unchanged in the axial direction. The use of a more
general ineffective MAM condition (fm/fw ≠ N) with
amplitude insufficiently high as to disrupt the tool/workpiece
contact, is shown to increase the roughness to Ra ∼ 1.6 um.
The highest calculated roughness corresponded to the
effective MAM conditions, where Ra ∼ 2.5 um (nearly 2
times higher than conventional turning). These same results
were consistently observed in the simulation. Thus, the trend
of increasing surface roughness observed in the experimental
results for turning with MAM is in agreement with the
simulated surface roughness from the geometric model.
Table 2. Results for geometric modeling of surface
roughness in cylindrical turning with and without
modulation.

DISCUSSION
From the experimental results for surface texture in single
point turning, it stands to reason that the improved surface

finish in gun-drilling with modulation is a result of the effects
of MAM on the burnishing that normally occurs from the
support pads of the gun-drill tool. In conventional gundrilling the cutting edge of the drill is always engaged, and
the chip formation process is continuous. Simultaneously, the
local features of the gun-drill create a unique burnishing
action as the support pads on the head of the drill pass the
bore surfaces previously cut by the corner of the gun-drill
tool. The action of the pads is much different with MAM. In
drilling with feed-direction MAM, the tool is intermittently
disengaged from the cutting at a frequency of fm/fw cycles
per revolution. In gun-drilling processes the workpiece (or
drill) rotational frequency can range from ∼500 to 15,000
RPM depending on the drill diameter. For modulation
frequencies in MAM ranging to ∼1000Hz, this implies that
the drilling is disrupted as many as 125 times per revolution.
In cylindrical turning with ideal MAM conditions each
successive rotation of the workpiece results in cutting tool
paths that are geometrically overlapping (ie, out of phase).
The relationship and extent of this overlapping (or phase
shift) depend on the machining and modulation conditions
(ie, tool feed-rate, workpiece rotational frequency,
modulation amplitude and modulation frequency). As the
cutting tool moves sinusoidal in the feed direction, a unique
path is traversed on the machined surface, and the surface
texture is altered. Regardless of the specific modulation
conditions, the overlapping tool-paths act to increase the
geometric surface finish and the related measurements
created by a single point turning tool. As previously cited in
research on the fundamental kinematics of MAM [7], the
modulation amplitude and the ratio of the modulation
frequency to the workpiece rotational frequency are the
critical relationships that govern the effectiveness of
modulation are
The experimental results of cylindrical turning with MAM
are in agreement with a geometric model of the surface
generation process in turning. A model was developed to
elucidate a first-pass understanding of the surfaces that
develop with the application of modulation and to better
understand the experimental measurements in turning. From
the geometric surfaces, Ra can be determined in a
straightforward manner. Tool path motion was modeled with
linear feed of the tool (ho feed-rate) and a superimposed
modulation Asin(ωt). The tool, more specifically the local
geometry of the cutting edge, is modeled as a half-sphere that
removes material by its intersection with the work surface. In
conventional turning, the motion of the half-sphere (tool
edge) leaves parallel grooves of a height related to the edge
radius of the tool and of periodicity determined by the
machining parameters. In the presence of modulation, these
grooves may or may not intersect, depending on whether the
effectiveness of the modulation and the local tool geometry.
Examples of several simulated surfaces are found in Fig. 9,
including cases corresponding to (a) conventional machining,
(b) effective modulation and (c) ineffective modulation. The
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geometric model resembles earlier analyses of surface
roughness in metal cutting [16-17], in that tooling geometry
and machining path is used to determine the form of the
generated surface. A key assumption of both models is that
the surface is generated purely geometrically without
deformation. In this regard, although the absolute Ra values
from the simulation do not include consideration of the
heterogeneous and time-varying deformation fields in the
vicinity of the cutting edge, they can be used to provide a
relative measure of the effects of cutting parameters on
surface roughness.

Figure 9. Simulated surfaces for turning using a tool
with edge radius of 0.02 mm, fw = 1200 RPM (20 Hz)
and ho = 0.02 mm at various fm, 2A conditions: (a) 0 Hz,
0 mm (conventional), (b) 30 Hz, 0.02 mm (effective
modulation), and (c) 40 Hz, 0.02 mm (ineffective
modulation).
To date, this relative effect of MAM on cylindrical turned
surface texture has not been discussed. While differences
occur with specific tool nose geometry and clearance angles,
the presence of modulation in cylindrical turning increases
the surface roughness (Ra). However, despite this effect,
MAM in cylindrical turning can create unique 3-dimensional
geometric textures that are otherwise accessible in
conventional single point turning or other manufacturing
processes [7]. While the single point turning experiments and
geometric modeling with MAM do not predict the surface
textures that form during single flute gun-drilling, the results
provide a framework for discussion of the effects of tool
geometry and tool paths related to surface texture that
develop with controlled modulation.
In the case of gun-drilling, the overlapping tool-paths
created by each cycle of modulation lead to a striking
decrease in surface finish observed both optically and in the
surface roughness measurements of the gun-drilled holes. The
data suggests that the support pads on the gun-drill alters the
surface generated with the application of MAM. In addition,
the discrete chips in gun-drilling with MAM can be
immediately ejected away from the cutting zone and prevent
tearing or scarring of the drilled bore surface that may
otherwise alter the surface finish. The experimental results
show that the relative motion in gun-drilling with MAM
results in a superimposed oscillating sliding action on the
drilled bore surface causing a repeated burnishing. The
quality of the bore surface (as measured by Ra) improves
from nearly ∼0.7 um Ra in conventional gun-drilling to ∼0.2
um Ra with the application of MAM. In addition, the surfaces

produced in gun-drilling with MAM show much lower
roughness than the equivalent surfaces produced in
cylindrical turning either with or without MAM. Although
some previous studies have investigated the effects of low
frequency vibration in the ball-burnishing process [18], the
results describe a different type of relative motion compared
to gun-drilling with feed-direction modulation. The improved
surface textures produced in gun-drilling with MAM may be
similar to the surface finish improvement observed during the
wear of sliding components (such as piston bore
arrangements). The surface texture observed in the holes gundrilled with MAM approach the conditions typically observed
in finish grinding or lapping. This is additional evidence that
the modulation motion is increasing the burnishing action
through local deformation or material removal (or both) on
the surface asperities produced by the outer corner of the gundrill. Optical micrographs of the bore surfaces in Figs. 6 and
7 reveal the striking difference in the surface finish of the
bores produced in conventional drilled holes versus holes
drilled with controlled modulation. In conventional gundrilling the circumferential striations observed to occur
axially along the surface is a consequence of the feed-rate of
the gun-drill tool. These striations are initially created by the
cutting edge of the gun-drill at the outer corner of the drill
cutting edge. The frequency of the striations is approximately
equal to the gun-drilling feed-rate per workpiece revolution.
In gun-drilling with MAM these striations are not observed in
the optical micrographs. This is direct evidence that the
presence of modulation is changing the burnishing action of
the gun-drill. In the cases tested the modulation frequency of
fm=151.5Hz results in a disruption of the local toolworkpiece contact of 1.5 times per revolution (fm/fw=
151.5Hz/101 RPS =1.5 cycles/rev). This disruption enables
discrete chip formation and a superimposition of an
oscillatory motion to the gun-drill burnishing pads. While
occurring just a few times per revolution, the relative motion
leads to a significant change in the surface textures, as shown
both optically and by measured reduction in surface
roughness (Ra). It is important to recognize the relative
velocity of the gun-drill tool created by the modulation
conditions. Since the application of MAM is a forced
sinusoidal displacement described by Asin(ωt), then the
relative feed velocity of the tool (either in mm/rev or in mm/
sec) is modulated. In the gun-drilling experiments the actual
modulation amplitude was measured statically (prior to
drilling) at the different modulation conditions.
The relative axial oscillatory motion of the gun-drill in
MAM enables the gun-drill pads to move over and repeatedly
modify the surface texture initially created by the outside
corner of the gun-drill cutting edge. Furthermore, the
experimental results indicate that the surface finish may
continue to improve with increasing modulation frequency
(ref Fig. 8). In all of the cases tested the gun-drilling
modulation velocity is nearly one order of magnitude higher
than the corresponding drilling feed velocity. For example, at
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the highest gun-drilling feed-rate ho= 0.010mm/rev, the
modulation amplitude was approximately 2A=0.019 mm.
This implies a modulation of the feed-rate ranging from +/−
ωA = +/−2π fm A ≈+/−6 *151.5 *0.0095 ≈+/−8.6 mm/sec.
This compares to the actual drilling feed velocity of only
∼1mm/sec. Although the modulation is of relatively low
frequency, the local effect on the drilling feed velocity is
significant. The feed direction MAM conditions have
significantly altered the local velocity between the support
pads on the gun-drill and the local asperity features on the
bore surface created, initially by the drill corner. The support
pads of the gun-drill, previously moving across the drilled
surface at a velocity of ∼1 mm/sec, now move with
sinusoidal velocity ∼+/−10mm/sec - an order of magnitude
increase over conventional gun-drilling. The relative motion
between the gun-drill wear surface and the local asperity
contacts may be creating the conditions needed for localized
shearing of the asperities by frictional rubbing of the larger
diameter pads on the local asperities. Other mechanisms may
be occurring as a result of the sliding contact conditions
between the gun-drill support pads and the local surface
asperities created by the drilling action.

SUMMARY
Based on the experimental results, the application of
controlled feed-direction modulation in gun-drilling alters the
effects of the burnishing action by the gun-drilling support
pad. The local asperities formed during each feed per
revolution of the gun-drill tool are subsequently crossed
many times per revolution by the supporting pads of the gundrill - up to several hundred times per revolution with the
application of MAM. The surface finish is improved
considerably in drilling with modulation as observed by
optical microscopy and as measured by stylus profilometry.
This result has already benefited commercial applications in
deep-hole gun-drilling of titanium Ti6Al4V. Importantly, the
results also support previous research and commercial
applications where gun-drilling with modulation has accessed
significantly higher feed-rates and productivity levels
compared to conventional gun-drilling. In the experimental
results the surface finish was observed to continue to improve
in gun-drilling with modulation even with feed-rate four
times faster than conventional drilling without modulation.
These higher feed-rates could not be accessed in gun-drilling
without modulation because premature drill failure occurred.
Although bore sizes were not measured in the
experiments, the improvement in finish is expected to lead to
relative improvement in bore size and cylindricity as the
direct correlation between improved hole size and
cylindricity with reduced surface roughness is already wellestablished in industry. Similar results are expected in
aerospace applications where gun-drilling hole finish and size
control are critical.
The application of modulation in single-point cylindrical
turning increases the surface roughness. Nonetheless, the

present study in cylindrical turning with modulation provides
a basis for a more extensive investigation to identify the
optimum selection of the operating parameters for surface
texture, including near surface microstructure in machining
with controlled modulation. The experimental results and
discussion provide a framework for studying the effects of
controlled modulation in other machining and drilling
applications. It will be convenient to extend the experimental
turning configuration to a framework including an external
burnishing process with MAM to help characterize the effects
of modulation on burnishing processes. These together may
be used to help establish the fundamental mechanics that may
explain the large decrease in surface roughness observed in
gun-drilling Ti6Al4V alloy with MAM. The results provide
important insight into the formation of surface textures in
gun-drilling with MAM and a basis for a more
comprehensive program to experimentally characterize the
effects of MAM conditions on the surface texture. Additional
research is already in progress to evaluate the effects of
increasing modulation amplitude (increasing 2A) and
frequency (increasing fm/fw) and the relative effect on the
bore surface finish and near surface microstructures for a
range of workpiece materials. If a general relationship can be
established to relate gun-drilled surface finish and modulation
conditions, then a practical guideline for implementation of
MAM for surface texture control can be introduced in
production gun-drilling processes.
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